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company profi le
Cannon Forma is the division of Cannon Group designing and manufacturing industrial
thermoforming machines and systems from single station machines with
manual load to high productivity and automated in line machines.
Cannon Forma share with Cannon the mission of developing innovative solutions
ensuring the most cost effective solution whatever the customer’s need.
Cannon Forma provides production solutions in a diverse range of industries
including domestic and commercial refrigerators, sanitary ware products, car and
commercial vehicles, building, leisure goods and luggage.

Cannon manufacture thermoforming machines since 1956 and is today among the
world leaders in the construction of thermoforming systems with almost 2,000
references in over 50 countries world-wide. The construction of thermoforming
machines takes place at the Cannon manufacturing site located in Vigevano,
Italy already specialised in manufacturing plants and equipped for precision
mechanical engineering and since 2007 in the new site dedicated to production
of machines of small size.

the group
Cannon is an international and independent Group supplying a wide range of equipment
and engineering solutions to industrial end-users. It offers machinery for the main plastic
processing technologies: polyurethane’s, composites, compression moulding and
thermoforming. Cannon also operates in the fi eld of energy and ecology
(industrial boilers and water treatment plant), equipment for aluminium die-casting
and industrial electronic controls.
The group employs 1.000 people distributed in 12 manufacturing centres
and over 40 branches with a turnover over 200 Millions Euro and more
than 15.000 customers.
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not only vacuum forming

pressure forming

This process favoured by the automotive industry involves the
production of colour matched or pre-printed graphics using thin gauge 

material, which is then strengthened by injection moulding on the
back surface. Substantial cost savings can be made as the whole

injection moulding process is simplifi ed because there is no need for 
colour change and the  plastic parts do not require painting.

in mould decoration

This process, using either mechanical or hydraulic
locking systems, is suitable for the production of
high quality parts in low-to-medium quantities with
low cost moulds. Parts will have high defi nition of details,
necessary for mechanical coupling, logos and lettering
or other products with sharp corners. 

twin sheet forming

Ideal to produce hollow parts welding two sheets formed in
two separate moulds. After the trimming there is no reduction

in the mechanical strength of the welding area. 
It is possible to use sheets of different material,

colour and thickness. Compared to blow moulding
twin sheet forming grants a better control of variable thickness  

thanks to zone controlled heating, and it is more suitable when the 
shape is non cylindrical. It is possible and easy

to place inserts inside and outside the part. A kit can be offered
with single stations Cannon Forma Luce Series machines

allowing a choice between traditional vacuum forming
and twin sheet forming thus granting the maximum flexibility.

Cannon has revolutionised the approach to twin sheet technology, 
developing very innovative plants dedicated to the production of 

automotive fuel tanks and sport shoes cushioning units.

thermocovering

Process employed in automotive industry where
a preformed injection moulded substrate is
positioned in the thermoforming machine and
an aesthetic cover is achieved by vacuum
forming over it.

high tech solutions

thermocompression

Technology to form by compression thermoplastic
composites combined to aesthetic layers suitable for the

production of caravan, truck and agricultural vehicle interiors.
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single station machines with high versatility
and production stability 

LUCE and FL series

   Automatic sheet sag control and prestretching bubble for perfect material 
heating and distribution
   Maximum fl exibility in the development of dedicated solutions
   First Class components available in every part of the world
    Compliance with CE regulations. Maximum attention to ergonomic
and operator protection.

Increased power of closing forces, differential heating
and dual clamping  enable thermoforming of high quality

sanitary ware products.

Production of
technical articles of 
high complexity.

“Simple” products at 
high productivity.
High defi nition of 
profi les. Possibility 
of perimetral in-line 
trimming.

Production of parts without moulds.

LUCE series
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Extreme high quality
of machining which
ensures  perfect
mechanical ceiling and 
long life of transmission 
equipment.

Parallel and precise
movements of
mould table,
clamp frame and
plug assist.

Improved heating
on the edges and
scrap reduction.

FL series

Continuous analysis and tests in 
our specialised laboratories allow 
us to process  the highest
technology materials like PC,
co-extruded, TPO, pre-printed 
foils and composites.
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Simple Windows interface with visualisation of all
production and process parameters on one page.
Quick and easy data modifi cation.

control panel

Siemens Touch Screen control panel and cards for an
easy accessibility and available maintenance all over the world.

Simple method for creation of new recipes and modifi cation
of heating zone temperatures.
Visualisation of sheet size. Possibility of network link, Wi-Fi
communication and remote control.

Heaters control can be manual or automatic.
Heating elements can be controlled in pairs or individually.

tables drives

Standard machines are pneumatically driven.
Servo or hydraulic drive of mould table and plug assist
are available.
These versions are recommended when high speed and
perfect control of table movement during forming and
demoulding are required.

trimming devices

Possibility of integrating in-line perimetral trimming.

load/unload devices

Material loading from sheet and/or reel, automatic unloading 
and stacking of thermoformings are available.
In case of sheet loading, the system is equipped with centring 
and separation device.
Adding a preheating panel in the loading station will increase 
productivity more than 20%.
These systems ensure production stability, ergonomics
and operator safety.

material handling
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 options to increase performances

fast tool change

Tool loading outside the mould box area. Fast mould locking
system. Aperture plate released from the underside.
Various confi guration of tool change according to the degree of 
automation and fl exibility required. Tool preparation off-line.
Automatic mould recognition.

Reduction of set up and changeover times and
elimination of stock equipment. Movement can be manual

or driven by a handle or motorised.

telescopic clamp frame

adjustable aperture plate

Patented systems for aperture plate adjustment in manual
or automatic, in 1 or 2 dimensions.

Reduction of cooling times up to 15% .

water spray mist

heating pyrometer

This device measures the sheet temperature stabilising
the heating cycle whatever the ambient temperature,
the energy supply and differences in thickness and
starting temperature of the sheet.

proportional valves

Achieves a precise control of
process parameters for vacuum,
bubble and demolding functions.

 devices for quick set-up and changeover

Other options for a precise process control 
and quick set-up are available.
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multi-station and in line machines
for high productivity

multi-station and In line machines
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linearform

The Linearform series with 4-5 stations is designed for high 
production of refrigerator inner liners and door liners.
The in-line confi guration of the stations includes automatic 
sheet loading from single or double pallets, pre-heating,
main heating, forming, trimming and punching.

forming
station

double pallet sheet loading
compact line

CL series are in-line machines with spiked chain transfer system and includes loading stations
from sheet and or reel, single or double preheating, fi nal heating and forming, automatic unloading.

Increase productivity up to 50% more than a single station machine.
Compared to Linearform, fi nal heating and forming are in the same station

thus allowing processing of materials with high sag.
It is particularly suitable for automotive parts production and general trade market.
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two-station

Multi-station machine consisting of loading station from sheet
with lower pre-heater and fi nal heating, forming and cooling station.
It is suitable for production of refrigerator door and inner liners.
Compared to single station machines productivity
can be increased up to 30%.

semi-linear

In-line machines composed of automatic sheet
loading station, main heating, forming and cooling

and product unloading. Suitable for high productivity
requirements and for processing of materials

with low sag.

punching station
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confi gurations

ceramic heaters

Inexpensive and long lasting.
Slow in reaching the set temperature.

Thanks to a reduced thermal inertia it is possible
to decrease heater temperature during the rest phase

thus saving energy. High effi ciency and
good sheet core penetration. Quartz elements achieve

the best zoning. Life reduced by approximately 25%
compared to ceramic elements.

quartz heaters

halogen heaters

Quartz and halogen heater panels are driven by swing arm
system in order to protect heaters from mechanical shocks.

Reach the set temperature in only 2-3 seconds thus
permitting ability to switch off of the lamps during rest
and emergency phases.
Compared to ceramics, halogen heaters are used 30% - 40%
of the total cycle time which compensate for their shorter life.  
Heater temperature can reach over 1.000°C (1830°F).

Achieves a precise control of
heater temperature (not only the power) 

combined with energy saving.

closed loop control

Heating system comparison

wide range of heating system
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moulds and tools

The co-ordinated supply of thermoforming machine,
tools and moulds allows the customer to develop from
the beginning, a feasible product and order “good” parts 
having a single responsible counterpart overcoming
any mistakes or misunderstandings.

for an integrated supply

Cannon Forma designs and manufactures  wooden, resin and
aluminium moulds for prototyping, medium and

high production in a variety of industries.

Mould can be cast or milled, male or female,
single or multi impression, equipped with provision
for  cooling systems and inserts.

All moulds are tested mechanically and on the
thermoforming machine and can be dimensionally certifi ed

(CMM).

Our laboratories are available
for trials, prototyping and
pre-production.



standard machine sizes

global service

 Commissioning
 Technical Assistance
 Revision and repairs
 Update and upgrades
 Spare parts
 Preventative Maintenance contracts
 Extended warranty
 Training courses
 Laboratory for tests and analysis

full client support with a wide range of services

Corso Novara 179
27029 Vigevano (PV) Italy

Tel: +39 0381 20686 - Fax: +39 0381 319252
Email: formasales@cannon.it

Web site: www.cannonforma.com

model max sheet size mould + base
height

mm feet mm feet
FL 1007 1040 x 740 3.4’ x 2.43’ 450 1.48’
FL 1010 1040 x 1040 3.4’ x 3.4’ 450 1.48’
FL 1208 1290 x 840 4.24’ x 2.76’ 450 1.48’
FL 1210 1290 x 1040 4.24’ x 3.4’ 450 1.48’
FL 1510 1540 x 1040 5.06’ x 3.4’ 650 2.13’
FL 1512 1540 x 1240 5.06’ x 4.08’ 650 2.13’

LUCE 1510 1540 x 1040 5.06’ x 3.4’ 650 2.13’
LUCE 1512 1540 x 1240 5.06’ x 4.08’ 650 2.13’
LUCE 2010 2040 x 1040 6.71’ x 3.4’ 650 2.13’
LUCE 2012 2040 x 1240 6.71’ x 4.08’ 650 2.13’
LUCE 2015 2040 x 1540 6.71’ x 5.06’ 650 2.13’
LUCE 2210 2290 x 1040 7.53’ x 3.4’ 650 2.13’
LUCE 2212 2290 x 1240 7.53’ x 4.08’ 650 2.13’
LUCE 2215 2290 x 1540 7.53’ x 5.06’ 650 2.13’
LUCE 2512 2540 x 1240 8.35’ x 4.08’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 2515 2540 x 1540 8.35’ x 5.06’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 2020 2040 x 2040 6.71’ x 6.71’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 2220 2290 x 2040 7.53’ x 6.71’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 2520 2540 x 2040 8.35’ x 6.71’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 3015 3040 x 1540 10’ x 5.06’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 3020 3040 x 2040 10’ x 6.71’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 3520 3540 x 2040 11.6’ x 6.71’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 4215 4290 x 1540 14.1’ x 5.06’ 850 2.79’
LUCE 3525 3540 x 2540 11.6’ x 8.35’ 850 2.79’


